Pain control from the Brain. Novel approaches of chronic pain treatment through manipulation of supraspinal areas

Results:

The project was designed to evaluate the possibility of using gene therapy at the central nervous system as an analgesic tool.

Pain suppression through central electrical stimulation, although effective as an analgesic tool, is impracticable since serious secondary effects occur due to stimulation of neurons involved in other brain functions. Viral vector transduction stands nowadays as a way of overcoming this problem by directing manipulation specifically to pain-control neurons. We focused on the possibility of concomitantly inhibit a pain facilitatory center (DRt) and stimulate a pain inhibitory center (VLM) by the use of multiple transduction from each site with the replication-defective herpes simplex virus (HSV-1).

The migration pattern following injection of HSV-1 in the DRt and VLM was studied. In parallel, information on the membrane receptors present in the neurons to be targeted (DRt and VLM pain processing neurons) and on the neurotransmitters used by the neurons to be transduced was collected.

The results collected allowed us to conclude that HSV-1 is particularly well suited for the purpose of the project since it transduces just a few brain areas projecting to the VLM and DRt, allowing a limited but still amplified action upon each one, and areas other than the DRt and VLM that receive axonal terminations of transduced neurons are few. The neurochemical data point to the use of vectors coding for the GABA<sub>B</sub> receptor, GAD and noradrenalin at the DRt, and of vectors coding for GABA<sub>B</sub> and α<sub>2</sub> receptor antisense molecules at the VLM. Behavior and pharmacological studies aimed at elucidating the effect of appropriate drugs upon injection in the sites of termination of the transduced neurons are however still needed.
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